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Abstract

BACKGROUND: Work-related stress can increase maladaptive coping behaviors for Indonesian soldiers, for example, smoking. The demands of maximum performance also influenced the psychological condition of soldiers at the workplace. Hereetofore, a few scholars studied the positive well-being of Indonesian soldiers.

AIM: This research elaborated on Indonesian soldiers’ psychological well-being structures based on their coping ability during military duty.

METHODS: The applied research method was a systematic review. The researchers took the sources from databases such as Google Scholar, Medline, PubMed, Wiley Library, ScienceDirect, and Emerald. The researchers only took articles published from 2010 until 2018. The inclusion criteria for the articles included some topics about active-duty and retired soldiers written in English and Indonesian.

RESULTS: The researchers found 11 articles about the psychological well-being of Indonesian soldiers. From these articles, the researchers elaborated six structures: Autonomy, environmental mastery, personal growth, positive relationships with others, purpose in life, and self-acceptance. These six psychological well-being structures predicted Indonesian soldiers’ adaptive and maladaptive coping skills while carrying out military duties.

CONCLUSION: The Indonesian soldiers that carried out military duty needed positive psychological well-being structures. Indonesian soldiers required adaptive coping skill improvement to lose negative thoughts and maintain their mental health.

Introduction

Every soldier may experience mental illness due to the possibility of being sent off to conflict areas. These conflict areas have a connection with job risks, such as physical injuries and even death [1]. A research conducted on navy soldiers who carried out military duty in Iraq and the US showed that the soldiers suffered from mental illness (19.8%), received medication (9–20%), suffered from depression (11.2–15%), committed suicide (80%), and abused addictive substances, such as alcohol and drug (10–13%) [2], [3], [4]. Some studies also predicted women who had higher risks of developing depression and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) [4], [5], [6].

Mental disorder issues experienced by Indonesian soldiers included stress and depression due to job demands and pressures [7]. A research conducted on air force infantry showed that job demands for military pilots highly endangered their life safety. Thus, their psychological conditions had to receive continuous monitoring [8]. Bernanke states that soldiers suffer from stresses during combat training, military operations in conflict zones, and even office [7].

In Indonesia, job placement mismatch contributed to depression rates of Indonesian soldiers [9].

A study found personal, family, and financial issues contributed to some suicidal attempts of Indonesian soldiers [11].

Mental health issues soldiers might influence their financial states and maladaptive coping skills. Keith explains that soldiers with mental disorders or illnesses are often forced to retire. Then, these retirees contribute to 26% of the civilian unemployment rate [12]. Mental illness leads to maladaptive coping of Indonesian soldiers, for example, smoking behavior increase (47.8%). The smoking rate found in the military is higher than among civilians [13]. Mental illness lowers soldiers’ job performance and ability and makes them inattentive [2].

The Indonesian National Armed Force must manage the heavy workloads and carries the job precisely. These demands require excellent accuracy within seconds. Thus, the soldiers should have heavy concentration, precision, and good character [14]. A research result found that Indonesian soldiers had low psychological well-being due to workload and responsibilities in the military. The causes included the inability to develop a positive correlation with others,
manage their surrounding environment, set purpose in life, and limit autonomy [15]. Daniaputri also found that coworkers’ support in the Indonesian military increased stress by 15.3% among enlisted personnel and non-commissioned officers (NCO) [16]. These results proved that the Indonesian National Armed Forces’ duties, responsibilities, job pressures, and risks influenced the soldiers’ psychological well-being [15].

The effect of psychological well-being has a positive correlation to coping adaptation. It means a soldier’s environmental mastery and self-evaluation decrease negative thoughts [17], [18]. Soldiers who have a positive mindset will regard workload as a challenge [2]. Positive encouragement can turn negative coping strategies into positive coping strategies for soldiers with a mental disorder, for example, training, counseling, and team-building activities [10], [19].

Personality has some correlations to positive and negative psychological well-being conditions. Then, these well-being conditions influence job performance. Hence, investigations on the psychological well-being of Indonesian soldiers are mostly about negative effects. In contrast, scholars rarely investigated the positive psychological well-being of Indonesian soldiers. Research development regarding the psychological well-being condition of soldiers may apply various approaches to illustrate the endurance and coping mechanism of soldiers during military duty and to prevent mental illness in soldiers. The depiction of psychological wellbeing in soldiers can improve the ability of nurses to provide treatment, social support, medical prevention, and mental health management through adaptive coping.

Methods

The applied method in this research was a systematic review study. This systematic review focused on strengthening the psychological well-being of soldiers using the Indonesian culture approach. These articles had to focus on the psychological well-being structure of Indonesian soldiers during military duty. Thus, the articles might include coping skills, adaptation, and perseverance issues. These issues were useful to depict prosperous feelings influencing retirement readiness. The researchers analyzed the data with three steps: types of research, synthesis method, and analysis mode. The researchers retrieved the articles from Google Scholar, Sage, Wiley, PubMed, ScienceDirect, Jama Psychiatry, and Emerald, written in English and Indonesian. The reviewed articles had to be qualitative or quantitative, published from 2010 until 2018. The researchers searched the articles with a topic of psychological well-being in soldiers. The researchers assessed the article quality with a critical appraisal skill program and PRISMA tools.

Inclusion criteria in this research were key features of the target population: active and on-duty male and female soldiers and military retirees suffering from mental health issues. The setting for this systematic review was research on soldiers who worked based in an office, conflict-affected areas, or borderland. The applied keywords to search the works of literature were depression in soldiers, the stress in soldiers, suicide in soldiers, psychological well-being in soldiers, and Indonesia’s national armed force profile. Figure 1 shows the database searching flow.

Review Results

The article assessment step successfully screened the articles into 11 articles shown in the following Table 1. The table describes the results based on psychological well-being in soldiers.

Autonomy

Decision-making in Indonesian soldiers is still considered low or not good enough, because there is external pressure at the military workplace. Decision-making in Army is still dependent on leaders with a long regulation process based on the organizational structure of the armed force. Studies about psychological well-being in Indonesian soldiers resulted in 41.2% due to authority limitations for enlisted personnel and NCO [15]. Faiqoh also found low decision-making in Indonesian soldiers, 57.9% [20]. Therefore, management officers might apply strategies to reduce the stress level of the personnel, for example, selection and placement, goal setting, job redesign, participative decision making, organizational communication, and welfare programs [21].

Environmental mastery

Soldiers who cannot master the environment will use negative coping mechanisms such as alcohol abuse and smoking. A percentage of 33% of Indonesian soldiers with work stresses chose to smoke as the maladaptive coping strategy [13]. A percentage of 51.7% smoking Indonesian soldiers had a percentage of 38.3% soldiers that did not have a good interpersonal relationship with stress levels categorized as high as 39.2% [20].

Soldiers with hardiness and good coping skill were less stressed during military duty. Research on naval soldiers found the hardiness of the soldiers leveled was 79.66% or moderate. The stress level of soldiers was 70.06%, moderate. This result has indicated a correlation between hardness and stress coping in soldiers [22]. Military environmental mastery improved the mental health of soldiers. In Indonesia, female soldiers who received support from their spouses and other personnel at the military base had a
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Author/Year</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Research objective</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Finding/Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Aserin, 2016</td>
<td>Hubungan Antara Konflik Peran Ganda Dengan psychological well-being Pada Ibunya Yang Bekerja sebagai Kowad (Correlation between inter-role conflict and psychological well-being in mothers working as female soldiers)</td>
<td>Finding out a significant correlation between inter-role conflict and psychological wellbeing in mothers working in the armed force</td>
<td>Correlation qualitative research</td>
<td>153 female soldiers in Denpasar</td>
<td>The result showed a positive correlation between stressful feelings in female soldiers. The finding indicated the fewer conflicts they experienced led to a more prosperous feeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Prayana, 2015</td>
<td>Psychological Wellbeing Pada Tentara Nasional Indonesia Angkatan Darat (TNI AD) Makorem 083 Baladika Jaya Malang (Psychological well-being in Indonesian Army at Baladika Jaya 083 Regional Military Headquarters, Malang)</td>
<td>Illustrating psychological wellbeing and the dominant dimension of Indonesian Army personnel</td>
<td>Quantitative research with factorial analysis using SPSS for the t-test</td>
<td>129 army personnel</td>
<td>This research found a percentage of 60% Indonesian Army personnel in Regional Military Headquarters had low psychological wellbeing while the rest of 40% had high psychological wellbeing Active army personnel had a high spiritual level, average meaningfulness of life, and happiness. The regression analysis showed no influence on life meaningfulness and happiness in soldiers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Atinara, 2016</td>
<td>Pengaruh Spiritualitas Terhadap Kebahagian Melalui Kebertaikan Hidup Pada Tentara Nasional Indonesia BINTALDAM V/Brawijaya (Impact of spirituality on happiness through meaningfulness of life in Indonesian National Armed Forces at Mental Coaching of Military Regional Command)</td>
<td>Determining the true happiness through the intervention of spirituality aspect related to the meaningfulness of life</td>
<td>This research used a quantitative approach</td>
<td>40 people</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Deshingrum, 2012</td>
<td>Hubungan self-esteem dengan penyususian diri terhadap masa pensiun pada pensiun Penerima Menenah TNI AD (Correlation between Self-esteem and Adaptation to Retirement in Commissioned Officers of Indonesian Army)</td>
<td>Observing the adaptation of retired Indonesian Army officers in living retirement life, assessed using self-esteem level</td>
<td>Correlation research with a quantitative approach</td>
<td>48 retired army officers</td>
<td>The result of correlation analysis showed that self-esteem contributed to 41% social function aspect of self-adaptation. Self-esteem also contributed to 78% of moral aspects ad 41% of health aspects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Aisyah et al., 2017</td>
<td>Analisis faktor-faktor yang mempengaruhi perilaku Merokok pada Anggota Tni Ad di Yonif 606/Wira Guardians (Analyzing Factors that Affect Smoking Behavior in Indonesian Army Personnel at 201/Jaya Yudha, Mechanized Infantry Regiment)</td>
<td>Finding out factors affecting smoking behavior in personnel of 201/Jaya Yudha, Mechanized Infantry Regiment.</td>
<td>cross-sectional with a quantitative approach</td>
<td>90 respondents</td>
<td>17 factors regarding smoking behavior in soldiers The most influential factor was environment or correlation with coworkers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Daniaupati, 2016</td>
<td>Hubungan antara dukanan rekan kerja dengan stres kerja anggota tentara nasional Indonesia melalui kesehatan fisik dan psikologis (Correlation between Colleague Support and Work Stress among Enlisted Personnel and Non-Commissioned Officers of Indonesian Army at Ahmad Yani Aviation Detachment, Semarang)</td>
<td>Finding out the correlation between coworker support and work stress among enlisted personnel and non-commissioned officers (NGC)</td>
<td>A qualitative approach using the psychological scaling method</td>
<td>60 people from a population of 93 people enlisted personnel and non-commissioned officers</td>
<td>The research obtained scores ranged from 97.5 to 126.74 Thus, the support from coworkers for enlisted personnel and non-commissioned officers was high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Safira et al., 2016</td>
<td>Coping stress at work pada personel dinas psikologi tri angkatan laut (Coping Work Stress at Naval Psychology Corps)</td>
<td>Finding out the most applied coping strategy at maritime force to overcome work stress</td>
<td>A descriptive method with a quantitative approach</td>
<td>40 soldiers working at Indonesian Naval Psychology Corps</td>
<td>The average coping level of soldiers working at Naval Psychology Corps, based on normality factor, was moderate to high. Research results found that most male soldiers (30%) had high coping levels. Meanwhile, female soldiers had two dominant categories. These results remained contradictory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Faishq et al., 2018</td>
<td>Determinan psikososial dan stres kerja pada anggota Tentara Nasional Indonesia Angkatan Darat (TNI AD) (Psychosocial Determinant and Work Stress in Indonesian Army Personnel)</td>
<td>Analyzing the correlation between psychosocial determinants and work stress in Indonesian Army enlisted personnel of company A at X Raider Infantry Regiment</td>
<td>Quantitative research and analytical method</td>
<td>107 Indonesian Army personnel</td>
<td>The statistical test result showed a positive correlation between work demands, organizational roles, and stress levels. Social interaction therapy could improve communication between leader and subordinate and increase familiarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Prasetyo et al., 2016</td>
<td>Penurunan tingkat stres kerja pada penerbang militer melalui penerapan terapi yoga lwa (Stress Level Reduction in Military Pilots through Laughter Yoga Therapy )</td>
<td>Examining the impact of laughter yoga in reducing work stress of military pilots in Semarang, Central Java</td>
<td>The quasi-experiment applied with a pre-test-posttest control group design</td>
<td>The authors compared ten military pilots of the Indonesian Army in Semarang with ten military pilots as control</td>
<td>T-test result showed work stress significantly decreased after laughter yoga (t (16.025)=-8.471;p&lt;0,00; P=0,001). This result indicated that laughter yoga could be an alternative therapy to lose stress in military pilots. The work of a military pilot is not easy, so it requires an appropriate stress management approach</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
less inter-role conflict [23]. Social support among fellow soldiers at aviation maintenance detachment lost the stress due to job demands [16]. Environmental mastery in soldiers allowed the initiation of adaptive coping to succeed in doing their duty.

**Personal growth**

Coping improvement in Indonesian soldiers can be assessed as personal development and self-development skill. Indonesian soldiers’ coping strategy is still at a moderate level and so is the Indonesian Army retirees’ self-esteem [24], [25]. The Indonesian soldiers’ coping strategy can affect self-esteem and adaptability when they are retired. The correlation between self-esteem and Indonesian soldiers’ adaptation is 41% related to social function aspect, 78% related to moral aspect, and related to physical health as many as 41%. Indonesian soldiers have moderate self-esteem and adaptation so that when they are retired, they will respect themselves and think positively about their condition [25].

**Positive correlation with others**

Indonesian soldiers who cannot build a good relationship with their comrades might have stress which can cause them to behave negatively, such as committing violence or becoming heavy smokers [13]. The skill to create a positive relationship with comrades will lose job stress in Indonesian soldiers [26].

A positive relationship in the military environment must be solid because soldiers usually have great esprit de corps. Daniatri and Abidin stated that there had been a significant correlation between coworker support and work stress [16]. The result showed that the support aspect among enlisted personnel and NCO of the Indonesian Army at Aviation Maintenance Detachment of Ahmad Yani Airbase, Semarang, ranged between 97.5 and 126.74, categorized as high. The support lowered the stress level at the Aviation Maintenance Detachment of Ahmad Yani Airbase [16]. A research result also revealed that Indonesian Army retirees actively engaged in a social activity tended to be happier than those who did not engage in social activity.

About 57% of soldiers with social activity engagement participation felt happier than those who did not, 43% soldiers [27].

**Purpose in life**

Indonesian soldiers hold religious values and have a good motivation, so they tend to have higher spiritual values. According to the research result, 31 out of 40 had high spiritual value. This spiritual value makes Indonesian soldiers feel meaningful and live happier. Spiritual value also gives them the purpose of life [28]. The value held by Indonesian soldiers influenced self-acceptance when they were retired and helped them achieve happiness in life [25], [28]. The number of NCO who stated that they had high meaningfulness of life and a moderate level of happiness was 29 out of 40 officers. Spiritual value had a more significant correlation with the happiness of Army personnel, with a value of 0.852 > 0.05 [28].

**Self-acceptance**

Indonesian soldiers who had self-acceptance were about 60.9% [15]. Sixty percentages of Indonesian soldiers had low psychological wellbeing. This low psychological well-being influenced self-acceptance [15]. Soldiers who could accept themselves would have good self-esteem so that when they retired, they could adapt, positively value, and respect themselves [25].

**Discussion**

Psychological well-being in soldiers is related to work and life demands. The military environment introduces unique stresses, such as death, potential injury, loss of life, separation from family, and lack of communication with loved ones [29]. Life pressure and an unconducive workload might increase emotional disorders, such as stress, depression, and suicidal thoughts in soldiers [5], [6].

Decision-making in the Indonesian Army has

---

**Table 1: (Continued)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Author/Year</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Research objective</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Finding/Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Amiruddin and Ambanii, 2014</td>
<td>Pengaruh Hardiness dan Coping Stress Terhadap Tingkat Stres pada Kadet Akademi TNI-AL (The Impact of Hardiness and Stress Coping on Stress Level of Naval Academy Cadets)</td>
<td>Finding out the impact of hardiness and coping stress on stress level in cadets of a naval academy</td>
<td>a qualitative method with a survey</td>
<td>177 people from all cadet ranks, sergeant cadet, cadet second sergeant major, and cadet first sergeant major</td>
<td>Multiple Regression technique resulted in significant P value=0.000. It proves that hardiness and coping stress impact stress levels in cadets of the naval academy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Safra, 2016</td>
<td>Hubungan partisipasi sosial dengan kebahagiaan pada Purnawirawan Tentara Nasional Indonesia (TNI) (Correlation between Social Engagement and Happiness of Indonesian National Armed Force Retirees)</td>
<td>Finding out the correlation between social engagement and happiness in Indonesian National Armed Force retirees</td>
<td>a quantitative approach with a correlation technique</td>
<td>100 Indonesian National Armed Force retirees</td>
<td>Using Pearson's correlation analysis resulted in a correlation coefficient (r) of 0.247, which indicated a correlation between social engagement and happiness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the same system as in US Army. Autonomy in US Army is influenced by perilous principle, normative moral principle, and paternalism principle, in which leaders have dominant authority [30]. Soldier autonomy is also affected by machismo, or exaggerated masculinity inherited from leaders and comrades. Thus, machismo makes soldiers often find it hard to convey their feelings [31]. Machismo is enforced to make soldiers obedient to values and rules [31].

The ability of Indonesian soldiers to make the decision is related to low dominant autonomy because a leader overshadows [15]. Destructive leaders can drive stress among soldiers [2]. Causes of stress in Indonesian soldiers are demands from duty and participation in organizational structure controlled by management. Solutions to overcome this issue are selection and placement, goal setting, job redesign, participative decision-making, organizational communication, and welfare programs [21].

Limitation of decision-making in the Army also occurs on a soldier suffering from mental illness. Soldiers with mental illness have their decision to seek professional assistance affected [32]. Professional can help Indonesian soldiers by improving adaptive coping and psychological well-being to remove negative thoughts and boost their self-esteem [25], [28], [33]. High self-esteem of Indonesian soldiers will impact adaptation, moral aspect, and physical health [25]. Self-esteem is also related to the ability of personal evaluation in which someone will feel proud when they hold high value. On the other hand, they will feel ashamed when they have a low value [34].

Professional help can be obtained by improving military nursing service through acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT), such as yoga and mindfulness, to boost spiritual and positive thoughts [35], [36]. Yoga therapy can reduce stress levels and fatigue caused by workload so that burnout rate will also reduce [21], [37], [38]. Indonesian soldiers who practiced laughter yoga therapy have reduced their stress due to work stressors [21]. Nursing service involvement in the military can be broadened by involving them in reducing stigma on soldiers with mental illness. Nursing therapy may include counseling therapy and self-help group, in which soldiers can share their experiences and find solutions to their problems [38], [39].

Soldiers who succeed in a master environment will feel mentally wealthy. Indonesian soldiers who master the environment will act under the Constitution of Indonesia and will hold the core values of Pancasila. Indonesian soldiers who have strong self-control will not be a victim mentality [14]. The ability of Indonesian soldiers to manage their environment helps them professionally do their duty. Moreover, soldiers will also hold patriotism in their heart by embracing military ethics, namely, sapta marga (the sevenfold way) and delapan wajib (eight obligations) of the Indonesian National Armed Force [40].

Inability to masterwork the environment will impact the ability of soldiers to accomplish the military duty [2]. Mental issues such as stress, depression, and PTSD due to the inability to master the military environment are majorly experienced by female soldiers due to machismo enforcement that contrasts with their feminine nature [4], [5], [6], [31]. Environment mastery inability might lead to maladaptive copings, such as smoking behavior [13]. This coping strategy occurs due to the inability of soldiers to adapt to a new environment quickly [41], [42]. Personality components usually influence environment mastery inability in Indonesian soldiers. Goldberg stated that soldiers with strong neuroticism personalities were highly engaged to negative emotions, such as anxiety, hatred, depression, self-awareness, vulnerability, and impulsiveness [43]. Neuroticism personality is a type of personality related to negative emotions and is considered a strong predictor [44]. To prevent neuroticism personality from developing in Indonesian National Armed Force, soldiers need to possess hardness, while they are on duty. The hardness of Indonesian soldiers is categorized as high, and it improves the discipline and has a strong commitment to accomplishing duty by perceiving military duty as a challenge [45].

The ability of environment mastery is also considered important by the Canadian Armed Force. Canadian Armed Force has modified the military environment to become more connected and emotional so that soldiers would have a sense of belonging and feel military base like a home with comrades as family [19]. Environment mastery in soldiers is significantly affected by hardness which can improve psychological wellbeing during military duty [46].

An effort from nurses to improve soldiers’ adaptive coping can be made by creating peer support group therapy that facilitates soldiers to share motivation [47]. Soldiers who practice maladaptive coping like smoking can be intervened by providing them with a smoking cessation program where a small group is created to motivate group members to stop smoking [48]. In nursing theory, environment mastery integration improves service, especially adaptive coping [46].

Improvement of coping in Indonesian soldiers refers to self-potential skills to improve the self-esteem of armed force retirees [24], [25]. Adaptability in Indonesian armed force retirees resulted from high self-esteem when they were on active duty [25]. Indonesian soldiers who can adapt will feel happier and feel life is meaningful [49]. Achieving meaningful life will be related to self-growth ability, which is one of the components to achieve high psychological wellbeing for soldiers [2]. Self-growth to achieve psychological health is affected by personality characteristics, especially emotional welfare [2].

https://oamjms.eu/index.php/mjms/index
Indonesian soldiers who always hold on to nationalism will successfully do their duty [14]. Self-growth in Indonesian soldiers can be practiced during military duty by expressing or externalizing their idea and ability [50]. Meanwhile, soldiers who lack self-growth during military duty will experience boredom, ambiguity, isolation, helplessness, and a continuous sense of danger [51].

Neuroticism personality can make soldiers unable to develop themselves during military duty. Soldiers with extrovert personalities will be verbally and physically active, while introvert soldiers will tend to be quiet and secretive. Extravert’s characteristics are required in self-growth, because it facilitates soldiers to do their hobbies during duty [43]. Self-confidence improvement can be intervened through behavior cognitive therapy that is part of nursing and health care. Soldiers can also develop their sports ability to boost their self-confidence [2].

Extravert soldiers who can maintain a positive relationship with others while doing their duty will achieve positive psychological well-being. Indonesian soldiers who gain support from their families will have less inter-role conflict [23]. Indonesian soldiers from enlisted ranks who gain support from coworkers will have low stress level [50]. Williams stated that social support is potential for supporting resources, including emotional resources. Soldiers need social support with mental illnesses such as stress, depression, and PTSD [52], [53]. Soldiers who gain support from their comrades, leaders, and subordinates will have less stress from work demands [26]. Female soldiers who gain support from family and coworkers tend to have fewer inter-role conflicts and consider the military base home [19], [23]. Social support can be provided by nurses at health-care facilities through the intervention of forgiveness therapy and peer support group therapy as preventive action [47], [48], [54].

The rate of domestic violence can also cause soldiers to not have a purpose of life and meaningful life [18], [41]. Indonesian soldiers who have a high level of meaningfulness feel that their lives are happier and more valuable, making them have a purpose in life [28]. The purpose of life of soldiers is closely related to personality characteristic of conscientiousness which focuses on individual ability to achieve the purpose of life [43]. Achieving purpose of life impacts on self-pride of the soldiers so that soldiers are ready to enter retirement [25]. Soldiers with a good purpose in life will consider work-life as their world and attain happiness [19]. The purpose of life will make life more meaningful so family burden which might become suicide trigger can be avoided [6].

Inability to achieve the purpose of life can cause Indonesian soldiers to commit acts against Pancasila and the Indonesian Constitution. Indonesian soldiers with bad character quality will always find a way to commit acts against law and military disciplines [14]. Those soldiers even might disparage women. One example is infidelity committed by a military person with the spouse of his coworker [14], [55].

A mental coaching program for soldiers can become the solution to prevent improper activity so that violations committed by soldiers can be reduced. Dian Putra states that spiritual coaching can increase soldiers’ positive thoughts, inform soldiers about issues they are not familiar with, and increase their religious and spiritual value [56]. Soldiers who often commit improper acts need counseling from nurses. Mindfulness therapy might be able to help soldiers by improving their spiritual value [38].

Hardiness can help soldiers accept themselves and adapt to work demands [46]. Indonesian soldiers have low psychological well-being due to a lack of self-acceptance [15]. Inability of soldiers to accept themselves will impact negative behaviors, such as smoking and alcohol abuse [13], [57]. Interpersonal theory states that someone might have suicidal thoughts, because they perceive life is hard, their self-pride is low, social communication disorder (social isolation), and inability to suppress negative feelings [3].

Self-acceptance can be seen in the attitude of female soldiers who take military base as home, family, and sharing place, where safety and comfort can be obtained from and where everyone can build cognitive and emotional balance. This strategy applied by female soldiers increases the sense of belonging and minimizes the harassment rate by balancing femininity and masculinity [19]. Self-acceptance can be achieved by developing positive feelings. An increase in positive feelings has been proven to increase prosperous feelings [58]. Self-acceptance can also be attained through the intervention of mindfulness, battle mind, and physical activity as efforts to improve psychological well-being by suppressing negative thoughts [2], [38].

The work environment and personal factors highly influence psychological wellbeing in Indonesian soldiers. Thus, interpersonal and organizational approaches are suitable. The interpersonal approach includes effective time management, physical exercise, and social support provision. On the other hand, the organizational approach can be made by a work placement under soldiers’ ability and participative decision-making. This approach can be applied with the help of military nurses [21].

The role of a nurse in improving welfare includes providing counseling. Collaboration between civilian nurses and military nurses is expected to boost soldiers’ endurance by conducting study, hearing, teaching, and helping armed force personnel who suffer from mental illness. The ability of nurses to create innovation in the nursing program as a promotive and preventive effort
could reduce the effect of mental illness in armed force personnel [46].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Articles</th>
<th>Exclusions Reasons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>De Gruyter</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>- Duplicates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sage</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>- Duplicates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scopus</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>- Duplicates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ScienceDirect</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>- Duplicates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PubMed</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>- Duplicates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerald</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>- Duplicates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PubMed Central</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>- Duplicates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProQuest</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>- Duplicates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Scholar</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>- Duplicates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scirus</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>- Duplicates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>- Duplicates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excluded articles</td>
<td>2,400</td>
<td>- Research on effects of military deployment on the psychological welfare of children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles analyzed</td>
<td>7,600</td>
<td>- Articles using unformatted data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles analyzed</td>
<td>556</td>
<td>- Articles lacking reliable references</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Database searching chart

Conclusion

Soldier welfare is significantly affected by workload and military culture. Burdens of soldiers, such as inability to maintain correlations with others, self-growth, inability to act under norms, and inability to master the environment, are negative predictors of psychological well-being. Psychological well-being improvement is required for soldiers to accomplish military duty and succeed in their careers. The role of nurses in maintaining psychological well-being structure includes improving hardness to maintain adaptive coping. Adaptive coping can help soldiers remove negative thoughts to achieve good mental health. The nursing intervention approach in maintaining good mental health by maintaining psychological well-being can be applied through promotive and preventive efforts to avoid the psychological impact caused by workload.

Implications for future research

Further, research must maintain psychological health for the Army. Psychological well-being is strongly influenced by factors internal and external to the Army in the line of duty in the military. External factors or the work environment can make a military base a home and make your coworkers a family (Mota et al., 2018). Further, research should focus on providing interventions to improve adaptive coping for the Army of the border. The research development must reveal the likelihood of experiencing depression when carrying out military duties. Psychological problems on the retired soldiers require explorations of psychological problems.
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